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Results‐Based Accountability™
How much did How well did we
do it?
we do?
Is anyone
better off?
#

%
Trying Hard Is Not Good Enough – Mark Friedman
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Measurement of

Measures of effort count what and how much we do. They describe whether and to what extent
activities were carried out as planned."

Self‐
Assessment

Planning

ERSEA
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•
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Child and
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Outcomes
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Human
Resources
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Materials &
Equipment
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Systems Are Linked

Planning
Program
Governance

Self‐‐Assessment
Self

Record‐keeping &
Reporting
Ongoing
Monitoring

Program Planning in Head Start
Planning: Goal Development
Decide on Goals/
Communicate with
Stakeholders

Community Assessment

Self‐Assessment

Planning: Implementation

Evaluate
E l t Progress
P
Through
Th
h
Self‐Assessment

Develop Plan of Action and
Budget that Reflect Goals
Continually Respond With
Course Corrections

Ongoing Monitoring
Implement Plan of Action
Evaluate Progress through
Ongoing Monitoring

Role of
Governance in
Planning

Governing Body/
Tribal Council
Legal & fiscal responsibilities

Provide
Leadership
& Strategic
Direction

Policy Council

Management Staff

Sets program direction

Oversees day‐to‐day
operations
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Linking Planning, OGM, and SA
Program Planning
Decide on goals
•Review and analyze Community
Assessment & other relevant
data
•Review recommendations from
SA report
•Develop long‐term program
goals
Develop objectives
•Set short‐term program & fiscal
objectives
Develop plan of action (work
plan)
•Develop action steps for
objectives
• Identify measures to monitor
(prepare for data collection)
• Plan for regular progress reports
to staff, GB and PC
• Develop service plans assuring
they reflect new goals/objectives

Ongoing Monitoring
Collect:
•Collect data (PIR, child
outcomes data, results of OGM
for all systems, services, goals &
objectives.)
A l
Analyze:
•Review & analyze data with
managers
Act:
•Make course corrections
•Determine new data measures
Ensure:
•Evaluate & follow up on course
corrections
•Verify accuracy of and
summarize OGM data for
review by SA team
•Request SA team to analyze
persistent systems issues

Self‐‐Asses
Self
Assessment
sment
Prepare:
•Design Self‐Assessment process
•Orient & train Self‐Assessment
participants
Analyze:
•Analyze information presented
(OGM summaries, OHS
monitoring results, other info
needed)
•Determine and request if further
info is needed
Recommend:
•Identify strengths and make
recommendations for
improvement & enhancement

Poll
Which of your systems do you think is strongest?
A: Planning
B: Ongoing Monitoring
C: Self‐Assessment
Self Assessment
Discuss with colleagues
and note why you think so.

Poll
Which of these systems challenges you the most?
A: Planning
B: Ongoing Monitoring
C: Self‐Assessment
Self Assessment
Discuss with colleagues
and note why you think so.
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The Role Data Plays
in Linking the Systems

How Data Links Planning,
OGM, and SA

Program Planning
•Review and analyze Community
Assessment & other relevant
data
•Review Self‐Assessment report
• Identify measures to monitor
(prepare for data collection)
• Plan for regular progress reports
to staff, GB and PC

Ongoing Monitoring
•Collect data (PIR, child
outcomes data, results of OGM
for all systems, services, goals &
objectives.)
•Review & analyze data with
managers
•Determine new data measures
•Verify accuracy of and
summarize OGM data for
review by SA team

Self‐‐Asses
Self
Assessment
sment
•Analyze information presented
(OGM summaries, OHS
monitoring results, other info
needed)
•Determine and request if further
info is needed
•Prepare Self‐Assessment report

Program Planning
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Program Planning
Decide on goals
•Review and analyze Community Assessment & other relevant data
•Review recommendations from Self‐Assessment report
•Develop long‐term program goals
Develop objectives
• Set short‐term program & fiscal objectives
Develop a plan of action (work plan)
• Develop action steps for objectives
• Identify measures to monitor (prepare for data collection)
• Plan for regular progress reports to staff, governing body and
Policy Council
• Develop service plans assuring they reflect new goals/objectives

How Data Links Planning,
OGM, and SA

Program Planning
• Review and analyze
Community Assessment &
other relevant data
• Identify measures to
monitor (prepare for data
collection)
• Plan for regular progress
reports to staff, GB and PC

Ongoing Monitoring
• Collect data (PIR,
(PIR child
outcomes data, results of
OGM for all systems, services,
goals & objectives)
• Review & analyze data with
managers
•Determine new data measures
• Verify accuracy of and
summarize OGM data for
review by SA team

Self
Self‐Assessment
Assessment
• Analyze information presented
(OGM summaries, OHS
monitoring results, other info
needed)
• Determine and request if
further info is needed

Preparing for Data Collection
What do I want to know?
•
•
•

What data do I need to collect to show we meet
standards?
What data do I need to collect to show progress on
goals/objectives?
How will we measure impact?

What data will answer these questions?
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Becoming a Planning Expert
An Activity

Program Goals and Objectives
Program goals are….

BROAD Statements
(Your Destination)

• Beyond Current
Expectations
• Responsive
• Organization‐wide
• Aspirational
• Dynamic

Objectives are…

Carried out
through an

Action Plan
(Your Road
Map)

Recognized
and Accepted
as Important
by All

SMART parts of
Goals
(Your Mile Markers)

•
•
•
•
•

Specific
Measurable
Attainable
Realistic
Timely

Thinking About Goals
Through a Systems Lens
How do you determine the number of
goals?
• What data will you need to collect?
• How will you track, monitor and
evaluate activities and progress?
• With whom do you need to
communicate your goals?
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Aligning Program & SR Goals
Program
Goal

Objective

School
Readiness
Goal

• ACE Head Start program will implement research‐based strategies
to support the development of language and literacy skills in order to help
children be ready for kindergarten and to maximize their potential to read
at age level.

•To strengthen the ability of teachers and parents to increase the vocabulary
of enrolled children as measured by improvement in scores on child
assessment measures. Mean scores will improve by 50% by the end of the
program year.

• Children will build, use, and comprehend increasingly complex and
varied vocabulary.

Develop Your Plan of Action
Action Step

Person Responsible

Timeline

Reviewing Real Program Goals and Objectives
An Activity
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Reviewing Your Program Goals and Objectives
An Activity

Reflect on
Program Planning
1. What’s working
well?
2.
2 What
Wh t do
d you
want to change?
3. What new ideas
do you have?

Ongoing
Monitoring
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Ongoing Monitoring
Collect
•Collect data (PIR, child outcomes data, results of OGM for all systems,
services, goals & objectives.)
Analyze
•Review & analyze data with managers
Act
•Make course corrections
•Determine new data measures
Ensure
•Evaluate & follow up on course corrections
•Verify accuracy of and summarize OGM data for review by SA team
•Refer persistent systems issues to SA

How Data Links Planning,
OGM, and SA

Program Planning
• Review and analyze Community
Assessment & other relevant
data
• Identify measures to monitor
(prepare for data collection)
• Plan for regular progress reports
to staff, GB and PC

Ongoing Monitoring
•Collect data (PIR, child
outcomes data, results of OGM
for all systems, services, goals &
objectives)
•Review & analyze data with
managers
•Determine new data measures
•Verify accuracy of and
summarize OGM data for
review by SA team

Self
Self‐Assessment
Assessment
•Analyze information presented
(OGM summaries, OHS
monitoring results, other info
needed)
•Determine and request if further
info is needed

Elements of an Effective Ongoing
Monitoring System
Culture that
understands the
importance of
continuous
improvement

Quality data

Skilled managers
who embrace
their monitoring
responsibilities

Effective
Ongoing
Monitoring

Process for
aggregating and
analyzing data

Process for
correction of
issues
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Finding the OGM elements

Performance Measurement Categories

How much
did we do?

How well
did we
do it?

Is anyone
better off?
#

%
Trying Hard Is Not Good Enough – Mark Friedman
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Leading From Strengths

Professor Ronald Fry, Case‐Western Reserve University
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Asking the Right Questions OGM
Lead with
strengths

What does the
data show is
working well?
Why does it work
well?

Identify the
challenges

Analyze data
through
dialogue

What’s not
working well?

What aspects of
“what is working”
can be used to find
a solution?

Why is it not
workingg well?

What ffactors h
Wh
have
been considered in
reaching a solution
What else do we
need to know
before we decide?

Make course
correction
What changes do
we propose?
Will the changes
help us comply
with
i h regulations?
l i ?
Do the changes
advance our goals?
Who is responsible
for implementing?

Check-in &
follow up
What data will we
need to review
and how often?
How will we make
sure the changes
are working?
Is it a short‐term
or long‐term
solution?
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Annual Summary
Ongoing Monitoring Results

Reflect on
Ongoing
Monitoring
1. What’s working
well?
2. What do you
want to change?
3. What new ideas
do you have?

Self‐
Assessment
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Self‐‐Asses
Self
Assessment
sment
Prepare
•Design Self‐Assessment process
•Orient & train Self‐Assessment participants
Analyze
•Analyze information presented (OGM summaries, OHS monitoring results, other
info needed)
•Determine and request if further info is needed
Recommend
•Identify strengths & make recommendations for improvement & enhancement

How Data Links Planning,
OGM, and SA
Self‐‐Asses
Self
Assessment
sment

Program Planning
• Review and analyze Community
Assessment & other relevant
data
• Identify measures to monitor
(prepare for data collection)
• Plan for regular progress reports
to staff, GB and PC

Ongoing Monitoring
• Collect data (PIR, child
outcomes data, results of
OGM for all systems, services,
goals & objectives)
• Review & analyze data with
managers
•Determine new data measures
• Verify accuracy of and
summarize OGM data for
review by SA team

•Analyze information
presented (OGM
summaries, OHS
monitoring results, other
info needed)
• Determine and request if
further info is needed

New Thinking: Self‐Assessment
Who’s involved?

A mix of stakeholders, including GB and PC
Those with an outside perspective

What’s different?

Focus on analysis
Ask broader questions that focus on outcomes

How do we do it? Use data from OGM
Review multi‐year data
Lead with strengths
Look at outcomes over 5 years
Why do we do it?

For continuous improvement
To focus on what is achieved in 5‐year cycle
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Annotated Reading
As you read the
handout, use these
symbols to note:

+ = Affirms my prior
understanding
d
di

! = Surprises me
? = Raises a question or
I want to know
more

* = Something I can use

The Components of the Self‐Assessment Process
Director
• Identify timeline
• Identify internal team
members
• Recruit outside members
• Consult with PC and GB
and seek approval

SA Team
• Review and analyze data
• Engage in team dialogue
using probing questions

1

Director
• Prepare SA report
• Submit to PC and GB for
approval
• Submit report to
Regional Office

3

Design
Process

Prepare

Analyze &
Dialogue

5
Prepare
Report

Recommend
4

2
Director and
Management Team
• Orient SA team members
• Prepare OGM results &
propose areas needing
analysis
• Inform team of other
data sources

SA Team
• Recruit other team
members
• Identify additional data
needed
• Design team structure
and work plan

SA Team
• Prepare
recommendations for
goal setting

The Manager’s Role in SA:
A Board Game

1

3

Design
Process

Prepare
2

Analyze &
Dialogue

5
Prepare
Report

Recommend
4

ROLES
Expert

Team
Leader

Team
Member

Inquisitor

Assistant

Responder

Trainer
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Performance Measurement Categories

How much did
we do?

#

How well
did we do
it?

Is anyone
better off?

%

Trying Hard is Not Good Enough™ – Mark Friedman

46

Asking the Right Questions

Professor Ronald Fry, Case‐Western Reserve University

Asking the Right Questions SA
Lead with
strengths

Analyze data
through
dialogue

Identify the
challenges

Where do the
data say that your
program has
been particularly
successful?

What patterns or
trends do you see
over time?

Where did we fall
short of our
expectations?

What limitations
are we placing on
our thinking?

Why did we fail
to make
progress?

How can we go
beyond what we
first thought?

What aspects of
‘what is working’
can be used to
find a solution

How else can we
look at this?
Where can we
innovate?

What is the story
behind the
success?

How has the
d
program made
progress on its
goals and
objectives?
How are we doing
on our most
important
measures?
What is the
impact?

Imagine
possibilities

Make
recommendations
How do the
recommendations
support program
goals and objectives?
h other
h resources
What
would the program
need to implement
our
recommendations?
How will you
prioritize your
recommendations?
What will success
look like?
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Elements of SA Report
•
•
•
•

Introduction
Methodology
Key findings
Recommendations

Reflect on Self‐
Assessment
1. What’s working
well?
2.
2 What do you
want to change?
3. What new ideas
do you have?

Program Planning
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Program Planning
Decide on goals
•Review and analyze Community Assessment & other relevant data
•Review recommendations from Self‐Assessment report
•Develop long‐term program goals
Develop objectives
• Set short‐term program & fiscal objectives
Develop a plan of action (work plan)
• Develop action steps for objectives
• Identify measures to monitor (prepare for data collection)
• Plan for regular progress reports to staff, governing body and
Policy Council
• Develop service plans assuring they reflect new goals/objectives

Previewing the Linking
Self‐Assessment Toolbox

Final Activity
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